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Abstract

Previous studies have found that DNA flanking low-complexity regions (LCRs) have an increased substitution rate. Here, the substitution rate was confirmed to increase in the vicinity of LCRs in several primate species, including humans. This effect was also found within human sequences from the 1000 Genomes Project. A strong correlation was found between average substitution rate per site and distance from the LCR, as well as between the proportion of genes with gaps in the alignment at each site and distance from the LCR. Along with substitution rates, $d_N/d_S$ ratios were also determined for each site, and the proportion of sites undergoing negative selection was found to have a negative relationship with distance from the LCR.

Low-complexity regions in proteins often form and extend through the gain or loss of repeated units, a process that is dependent on the presence of a relatively pure string of repeats. Any interruption should disrupt the mechanisms of LCR extension and contraction, inhibiting LCR formation. Despite this, several examples have been found of LCR-coding DNA which are interrupted by introns. While many of these LCRs may be the result of two shorter LCRs forming on opposite sides of an intron, shuffling the order of exons showed that more intron-interrupted LCRs exist than would be expected to occur randomly. Another possible explanation for this phenomenon is the apparent movement of either the LCRs or introns, possibly through recombination or the appearance of new splice sites through the gain of repeat units.
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Through the course of my research, I have demonstrated that there is a strong relationship between proximity to an LCR and number of substitutions and indels. As well, these substitutions have significant evidence of negative selection. I have also shown that complexity increases with distance from the LCR, and, throughout proteins, number of substitutions increases as complexity decreases, indicating that the high mutation rate previously observed surrounding LCRs is linked to the low complexity of LCR flanking regions.

Intron-interrupted LCRs were also examined, and found to be more common than expected if they were the result of random processes. Measuring information content, I found these LCRs to be significantly less complex than non-interrupted LCRs. As well, the proteins containing these LCRs were significantly less complex than the average LCR-containing protein. As less complex proteins are more likely to give rise to LCRs in general, this could explain how intron-interrupted LCRs form.
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Low-complexity Regions

Low-complexity regions, or LCRs, are protein-coding DNA sequences defined by their low information content. They are often extremely repetitive, and lack a stable, three dimensional structure in the translated protein (Simon and Hancock 2009). Due to this lack of structure, LCRs were initially thought to convey no benefit to the protein, and, in many cases, were found to actively disrupt the protein’s function. A few often-cited examples of deleterious LCRs have significant impacts on human health, causing disorders such as Huntington’s (Mangiarini et al. 1997) and myotonic dystrophy (Pearson and Sinden 1996). In general, LCRs can also have adverse effects through disrupting chromosome structure and silencing genes (Usdin 2008).

Despite the many examples of harmful LCRs, repetitive regions are a common trait in eukaryotic genomes (Golding 1999, Romero et al. 2001, DePristo et al. 2006). This could be due to their high mutation rates, which can range from 100 to 10,000 times higher than the average nucleotide mutation rate across the rest of the genome (Vinces et al. 2009), especially as LCRs have a propensity to expand and contract (Lovell 2003). This happens as a result of the repetitive nature of LCRs, for example through slippage of DNA polymerase during replication (Levinson and Gutman 1987) or unequal recombination during cross-over events (Amos et al. 2008). LCRs can also accumulate point mutations, as genomes may be more tolerant of mutations occurring in LCRs, and the DNA repair mechanisms can be impeded by the formation of secondary structures (Moore et al. 1999). These substitutions may disrupt the repetitive nature of LCRs, decreasing the probability of slippage or unequal recombination, eventually increasing the information content of the LCR until they are no longer classified as low-complexity (Radó-Trilla and Albà 2012).

While some LCRs may retain their presence over long periods of time due to expansion (Lovell 2003), there is evidence that LCRs are more conserved than similarly repetitive regions that are located outside of protein-coding regions (Mularoni et al. 2010). A few even appear to have beneficial effects on phenotype. In domestic dogs, several direct relationships have been found between the lengths of certain LCRs and presence or absence of discrete traits, such as dewclaws, and even between LCR length and more quantitative traits, such as snout length (Fondon and Garner 2004). Another example of this
is seen in yeast, where the number of repeated units in various LCRs changes the structure of surface proteins, allowing the yeast to bind to different substrates (Verstrepen et al. 2005). LCRs have even been seen to affect behaviour, as the presence of a specific microsatellite in the vasopression 1a receptor gene in prairie voles appears to be related to social bonding. A comparable species without this microsatellite, the mountain vole, as well as prairie voles homozygous for shorter versions of this microsatellite, did not exhibit the same pair-bonding behaviour (Hammock and Young 2005). The fact that small changes to LCRs can cause minor adjustments to many phenotypic traits has led to speculation that LCRs may act as ‘evolutionary tuning knobs’ (Vinces et al. 2009).

Information content is used as a measure of how repetitive sequences are, because a lower number of amino acids represented limits the amount of information a protein sequence can convey. For the purposes of my study I used SEG, which determines the complexity of a sliding window of the minimum acceptable length for LCRs, and is typically used by BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) to mask repeated sequences. SEG uses sliding windows to find regions with low complexity, as opposed to other programs, such as HMMER (Eddy 2009), that use hidden Markov models to determine the probability that two segments of a sequence are the result of repeat expansions. The complexity of each segment of the sequence is measured in bits, the most basic units of information content, and is defined as $k$, calculated as

$$k = -\sum_{i=1}^{20} n_i \left( \log \frac{n_i}{L} \right)$$

where $L$ is the length of the sequence and $n_i$ is the number of occurrences of each amino acid type $i$. Complexity of each window is compared to $k_1$, the trigger complexity. The default values for window length and $k_1$ are 12 and 2.2, respectively, however I used a window length of 15 and trigger complexity of 1.9. Although sequence complexity is a continuous measure, and determining whether a sequence falls into a discrete category such as low-complexity is difficult, these values were determined by trial and error by Huntley and Golding (2002) to identify the longer, more repetitive LCRs observed in eukaryotes. Once a window is identified where $k \leq k_1$, any overlapping windows of length $L$ with a complexity of $k \leq k_2$ (which I kept at the default setting of 2.5) are merged with the window first identified as low complexity. SEG keeps extending the length of the LCR in this way until an overlapping window where $k \leq k_2$ cannot be found (Wootton 1994).

This report consists of two main chapters. The first chapter concerns the high number of mutations previously observed in regions flanking LCRs and the evidence for and against various mechanisms which could cause this effect. In the second chapter, I describe the phenomenon of intron-interrupted LCRs.

### 1.2 Flanking regions

Previous studies have found that DNA flanking LCRs has an increased substitution rate (Huntley and Clark 2007, Haerty and Golding 2011). Here, the substitution rate was confirmed to increase in the vicinity of LCRs in several primate species, including humans. This effect was also found within human sequences from the 1000 Genomes Project. A strong correlation was found between average substitution rate per site and distance from the LCR, as well as the proportion of genes with gaps in the alignment at
each site and distance from the LCR. Along with substitution rates, $d_N/d_S$ ratios were also determined for each site, and the proportion of sites undergoing negative selection was found to have a negative relationship with distance from the LCR. As well, several mechanisms which could produce a high mutation rate in the vicinity of LCRs were investigated.

1.3 Intron-Interrupted LCRs

Low-complexity regions in proteins often form and extend through the gain or loss of repeated units, a process that is dependent on the presence of a relatively pure string of repeats. Any interruption should disrupt the mechanisms of LCR extension and contraction, inhibiting LCR formation. Despite this, several examples have been found of LCR-coding DNA which are interrupted by introns. While many of these LCRs may be the result of two shorter LCRs forming on opposite sides of an intron, others exhibit perfect repeats, and appear to be one continuous LCR. Conversely, introns are unlikely to have appeared in these regions after the formation of these LCRs. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is the apparent movement of either the LCRs or introns, possibly through recombination or the appearance of new splice sites through the gain of repeat units.
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Chapter 2

Increased substitution rates in DNA surrounding low-complexity regions

2.1 Focus

Although it’s been found that DNA flanking low-complexity regions, or LCRs, has an increased substitution rate, this has only been observed in a few species. The availability of several primate genomes, as well as the 1000 Genomes Project (Consortium 2010), provides an excellent opportunity to confirm the increased mutation rate associated with low-complexity sequences within the protein coding regions of *Homo sapiens* (human), *Pan troglodytes* (chimpanzee), *Gorilla gorilla* (gorilla), *Pongo pygmaeus* (orangutan) and *Macaca mulatta* (rhesus macaque), as well as between human individuals. The average branch lengths and substitution rate of the flanking regions were compared to those of regions further away from LCRs, or non-flanking regions, to confirm the effect of LCRs. As well, substitution rate was estimated for each individual site, to determine how distance from the LCR was affecting the number of substitutions.

A strong correlation was found between average substitution rate per site and distance from the LCR, as well as between distance from the LCR and the proportion of genes with gaps in the alignment at each site. Along with substitution rates, $d_N/d_S$ ratios were also found for each site, and the proportion of sites which had evidence of positive selection was found to be higher in flanking regions than non-flanking regions. As well, the proportion of sites undergoing negative, or purifying selection was found to have a negative relationship with distance from the LCR. To measure selection seen within a single species, using the 1000 Genomes Project, Tajima’s D was found for each codon, and a negative relationship was observed between distance from the LCR and proportion of genes with negative values of Tajima’s D at each site.

Several possible mechanisms that could potentially result in a high mutation rate around LCRs were investigated. In particular, complexity of non-LCR sequences seemed a likely candidate, as a strong relationship was found between distance from the LCR and complexity. As well, complexity had a negative correlation with number of substitutions even outside of LCRs.
2.2 Locating Flanking Regions

Representative *Homo sapiens* (human, GRCh37), *Pan troglodytes* (chimpanzee, CHIMP2.1.3), *Gorilla gorilla* (gorilla, gorGor2), *Pongo pygmaeus* (orangutan, PPYG2) and *Macaca mulatta* (rhesus macaque, MMUL1) genomes were downloaded from Ensembl release 62 (Flicek et al. 2011). The sequences were searched for regions of low-complexity with SEG (Wootton and Federhen 1993), using a window size of 15 and a complexity threshold of 1.9, which finds longer and less complex sequences than SEG’s default settings. The nucleotide sequence may be more informative than the translated protein sequence, as this is meant to identify sequences which are repetitive enough to be subject to the high mutation rates seen in LCRs and the protein sequence may appear more repetitive due to the degeneracy of the codon code. Complexity was calculated using both amino acids and codons to see how similar the two measurements were, and the translated protein sequence was found to be a close approximation of the complexity of the DNA sequence, with a nearly exact correlation (Pearson’s correlation = 0.9928, \( p < 10^{-16} \)).

Using this method, 7387 LCRs were identified in humans. To verify these LCR sequences, they were searched for known repetitive protein-coding regions, such as the one found in Huntington’s disease, to confirm that their identification was accurate. LCRs from the four other primate species were found and compared to find orthologs based on location within the protein as well as identity between the sequences, and 5584 LCRs (from 2425 genes) were found to be shared by all five species (Table 2.1). Data from the 1000 Genomes Project (Consortium 2010) was downloaded and LCRs that corresponded to the LCRs associated with the primate flanking regions were identified. The translated protein sequences containing these LCRs were aligned using Muscle (Edgar 2004).

Data from the 1000 Genomes Project (Consortium 2010) was downloaded and the protein-coding regions of each genome were searched for LCRs using SEG. Human LCRs that corresponded to the LCRs already identified in the primate genomes were found. The LCRs and surrounding DNA were aligned using Muscle (Edgar 2004) as before, to find flanking regions corresponding to the primate flanking regions described above.

In order to get a clear picture of how distance from an LCR encoding sequence affects substitution rate, flanking regions which did not overlap with those of another LCR and were not interrupted by either a transcription start site or stop codon were identified. For example, in the case of flanking regions up to 1500 nucleotides in length, this would mean the flanking region from an LCR could not be used if the LCR was less than 3000 nucleotides away from the nearest LCR, or twice the length of the flanking region. The termini of exons were not taken into account, as the DNA transcript was considered as a whole. As CodeML (Yang 2007) requires that sequences being compared do not contain gaps, flanking regions could only be used if sequences from all five primate species were present. Although using only flanking regions for which sequences both 5’ and 3’ of the LCR were usable would ensure the information on both sides of the LCR was comparable, the available number of flanking regions would be extremely small, leaving only 586 usable flanking regions 150 nucleotides in length and 79 examples 1500 nucleotides in length.

Since LCRs are often located near the termini of proteins (Huntley and Clark 2007), there were many LCRs for which only the 5’ or 3’ flanking region could be used, as the flanking region on the opposite site of the LCR was interrupted (see Figure 2.1 in Supplementary Material for distribution of maximum flanking region length). So that more sequences would be available for analysis, flanking
regions upstream and downstream of the LCR were instead considered separately to allow the use of uninterrupted sequences from one side of the LCR, even if the flanking region may have been cut off on the other side. This resulted in 1385 upstream flanking regions and 1399 downstream flanking regions of at least 300 nucleotides in length from 1136 genes, however the number of gaps in the vicinity of LCRs lowered the number of available examples surrounding the LCR.

2.3 Substitution Rates

To estimate the substitution rate for each site in both the primate and 1000 Genomes data, each flanking region was split into its constituent codons and CodeML (Yang 2007) was used to estimate the number of substitutions for each codon of the flanking regions, using model 2 (two or more $d_N/d_S$ ratios for branches). The same was done for random samplings of regions which were at least 1500 nucleotides away from the nearest LCR, or non-flanking regions, to provide control regions that have not been influenced by nearby LCRs. As an accurate phylogenetic tree could not be provided for data from the 1000 Genomes Project, pairwise comparisons between all individuals were used instead. The mean of these pairwise comparisons was found for each site. Using the number of substitutions for each useable codon from each flanking region, an average number of substitutions was found based on distance from the LCR, i.e. the average number of substitutions was found between all useable codons adjacent to the LCR, codons that were separated from the LCR by three nucleotides, codons that were separated from the LCR by six nucleotides, etc (Figure 2.2). Pearson’s product-moment correlation (R Development Core Team 2011) was used to test for a relationship between the average number of substitutions and the distance from the LCR. To ensure the substitutions detected were not the result of misalignments, the relationship between number of substitutions and distance from the LCR was also found only for flanking regions which were not likely to be inaccurately aligned (i.e. flanking regions which contained no gaps when aligned).

A wide view of the area surrounding the LCRs was obtained when considering flanking regions at least 300 nucleotides in length. Using these long flanking regions, LCR encoding sequences were found to have a profound effect on nearby DNA. A strong, statistically significant negative correlation was seen between the average number of substitutions and distance from the LCR (correlation coefficient = −0.7957, p-value < $10^{-16}$, see Figure 2.3). As well, both synonymous and non-synonymous substitution rates had a significant relationship to distance from the LCR, although the relationship between synonymous substitution rate and distance was stronger than the relationship between non-synonymous substitution rate and distance (−0.8748 and −0.3787, respectively, p-value < $10^{-16}$ for both, see Figures 2.4a and 2.4b).

Substitutions may be incorrectly identified if insertions or deletions cause a misalignment. As the DNA sequences studied have diverged over millions of years, some indels will most likely be present, especially in the presence of LCRs. To ensure that the relationship seen between distance from LCRs and the substitution rate was not due to misalignment, flanking regions were found which did not have any apparent indels (i.e., they did not have any gaps when aligned), and were not associated with LCRs containing apparent indels. The average number of substitutions per site was significantly lower, as compared using a t-test (R Development Core Team 2011), in flanking regions unaffected by indels (0.0802 vs 0.1419, p < $2.2 \times 10^{-16}$). Although this indicates that at least some of the substitutions detected
may be due to misalignments caused by indels, the correlation between the number of substitutions per site and distance from the LCR was still strong (Pearson’s correlation = -0.7432, p < 2.2 × 10^{-16}). The association between LCRs and a high substitution rate is clearly not caused by inaccurate detection of substitutions through misalignments.

Using corresponding flanking regions from the 1000 Genome Project, a relationship similar to the one seen between primate sequences was found. The average number of substitutions per site had a significant negative correlation with distance from the LCR (correlation coefficient = -0.4999, p-value < 10^{-16}, Figure 2.5). This relationship was consistently seen, even when the number of substitutions was separated into synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions, although the correlation between distance and non-synonymous substitutions was slightly stronger than that for synonymous substitutions (correlation coefficients of -0.452 and -0.354, respectively, both with p-values of < 10^{-16}, Figures 2.6a and 2.6b).

Looking at flanking regions on a site-by-site basis, the relationship between LCRs and local substitution rate is obvious. Not only is the correlation statistically significant, but it is obvious simply through plotting the average number of substitutions that the substitution rate has increased in sequences near LCRs, and decreases rapidly as distance from the LCR increases. This demonstrates that the relationship between proximity to LCRs and substitution rate seen in previous studies (Huntley and Clark 2007, Haerty and Golding 2011) is also present in primates. It is also consistent with previous findings showing an increased number of mismatches and SNPs in the vicinity of microsatellites (Siddle et al. 2011, Vowles and Amos 2004), suggesting that the repetitiveness of these sequences is key to their increased mutation rate. This relationship is also apparent for substitutions segregating within humans, as shown using the data from the 1000 Genomes Project.

While the flanking regions clearly show a relationship between distance from the LCR and substitution rate, they also show asymmetry in that relationship. The average number of substitutions is higher on the 5′ side of the LCR encoding sequence. Although it is not yet known for certain what mutational pressures are affecting DNA adjacent to LCRs, the skewness of the substitution rates could implicate a transcription related mechanism. Most of the LCRs used here were expressed in germ-line cells (expression patterns found using the Human Protein Atlas (Uhlen et al. 2012); 1108 upstream and 1119 downstream flanking regions were expressed in the germ-line and 277 upstream and 280 downstream flanking regions were not expressed in the germ-line), but the relationship between distance from the LCR and substitution rate remains skewed even if only cells not expressed in the germ-line are studied (Figures 2.7a - 2.8b in Supplementary Material). Polak et al. (2010) found a substitutional bias in DNA, where regions just downstream of the transcription start site are more prone to substitutions that lead to strong bonds (i.e. more CG base pairs, with three hydrogen-bonds, than TA pairs); an excess of C to T substitutions over G to A was also found near the transcription start site in some genes. Although a bias in substitution rate was not found, the difference in substitutions based on proximity to the transcription start site could be related to the asymmetry in the number of substitutions seen around LCRs. Because of the way LCRs are clustered at either end of proteins, there should be fewer upstream flanking regions near the start of the protein, and, conversely, fewer downstream flanking regions near the end of the protein. As these regions are biased in their locations relative to the transcription start site, it is possible that a bias in the substitution rate caused by proximity to the transcription start site is a factor.
2.4 Gap Rates

As CodeML is only capable of analyzing substitutions, but not insertions or deletions, any site with a gap in the alignment was ignored when calculating the average substitution rate. To study whether LCRs are associated with indels, the average number of indels per site was found using the aligned flanking regions. Where multiple sequences had gaps at aligned sites, the most parsimonious number of indels was estimated (i.e., if Human and Chimpanzee sequences had a gap at the same site, this is likely the result of one insertion or deletion, but if Human and Gorilla sequences have a gap that the Chimpanzee does not, this is more likely the result of two separate mutations). The average number of gaps had a significant, negative correlation with distance from the LCR (Pearson’s correlation = -0.1959, \( p < 2.2 \times 10^{-16} \), see Figure 2.9).

Both the high proportion of flanking sequences composed by gaps and the significant correlation between distance from the LCR and proportion of genes with a gap at each site demonstrate an increase in the number of insertions and deletions surrounding LCRs. Along with the number of substitutions, the number of indels in the aligned sequences appeared to have a relationship with distance from the LCR. From these results, it is clear that the frequency of both point mutations and indels increases in DNA immediately surrounding LCRs in primates. The mutation mechanisms which lead to a high substitution rate in LCR flanking regions clearly also contribute to the proliferation of indels.

Interestingly, in the sites immediately adjacent to the LCRs there was a drop in the proportion of genes with gaps. The decrease in indel mutations in close proximity to the LCR may indicate that DNA at the borders of LCRs is important for the correct alignment of these protein-coding regions during recombination. The LCRs themselves have variations in length that can cause inaccurate alignments; a slightly more stable region surrounding LCRs could mitigate the effects of this.

2.5 Selection

In order to test whether or not selection was occurring, CodeML was also used to estimate \( d_N/d_S \), or \( \omega \), for each site for both flanking and non-flanking regions. An expected distribution of \( d_N/d_S \) ratios was found for each number of substitutions by simulating codon sequences under neutral selection using evolver (part of the PAML package; Yang (2007)). The \( d_N/d_S \) ratios were found for each of these sets of codons and used to determine whether estimated \( d_N/d_S \) ratios of the codons from flanking regions were expected under neutral selection, or indicated significant evidence of positive or negative selection. Although there were a larger number of aligned codons in proximity to the LCR, this should not affect the significance of \( d_N/d_S \), as the sample size used when calculating the \( d_N/d_S \) ratio and generating expected distributions was always five. The proportion of genes which had evidence of positive selection (i.e. a significant \( d_N/d_S \) ratio greater than 1) or negative selection (i.e. a significant \( d_N/d_S \) ratio less than 1) was found for each site (Yang and Bielawski 2000). The average proportion of genes which had significant evidence of positive or negative selection was found for each aligned codon from the flanking regions, and the data was searched for a relationship between distance from the LCR and proportion of genes undergoing positive and negative selection.

Using the expected distributions of \( d_N/d_S \) for neutrally evolving codon alignments generated using evolver to identify only significant results and ignoring sites for which \( d_N/d_S \) could not be estimated (i.e.,
sites with gaps in the alignment or no substitutions), a strong, negative correlation was found between
distance from the LCR and proportion of genes which had evidence for negative selection at each site
(Pearson’s product-moment correlation = −0.842, p < 10^{-16}, Figure 2.10). Like the findings of Huntley
and Clark (2007), there was also a negative (although, in this case, non-significant) correlation between
distance from the LCR and proportion of genes which had evidence for positive selection (Pearson’s
product-moment correlation, correlation coefficient = −0.008, p = 0.7924, Figure 2.11).

There is a significant skew in the proportion of genes with evidence for negative selection on either side
of the LCR, with significantly more evidence of negative selection upstream of the LCR. This likely does
not point to stronger selection upstream of the LCR, however. Since sites with no substitutions cannot
provide any indication of whether selection is or is not happening, sequences with fewer substitutions
should appear to have less evidence of either type of selection. The skew in evidence for negative selection
is likely to be directly caused by the skew in number of substitutions.

To further explore the possible effects of selection, the value of Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) was calcu-
lated for each codon in the flanking regions of the data from the 1000 Genomes Project. To determine
the significance of each D, ms (Hudson 2002) was used to generate a distribution of expected Tajima’s
D values for neutrally evolving fragments with the same length and number of polymorphic sites as each
codon. The Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995) was used to control for the
false discovery rate, and the proportion of genes with evidence for positive or negative selection was
found for each site.

Using only values of Tajima’s D which were found to be significant, a negative correlation was found
between distance from the LCR and proportion of genes with negative values of Tajima’s D, which can
indicate purifying selection (correlation coefficient = −0.393, p < 10^{-16}, Figure 2.12). As a negative
value for Tajima’s D can also indicate a bottleneck, a high number of negative values of Tajima’s D at any
distance from an LCR can be expected between human sequences due to demographic history, however
the presence of an LCR clearly increases the proportion of sites undergoing negative selection. There
was also a negative relationship between distance from the LCR and proportion of genes with positive
values of Tajima’s D, but this correlation was extremely weak and not significant (correlation coefficient
= -0.010, p = 0.7545). Like the primate data, the proportion of genes with evidence for negative selection
was non-symmetrical, although in this case there was more evidence of negative selection downstream of
the LCR. There was a significant difference in the average proportion of genes with negative Tajima’s D
values per codon when both sets of data were compared with a t-test (0.2876 vs 0.3011, p = 1.353×10^{-12}).

Another interesting result is the distinct dip immediately downstream of the LCR in both the pro-
portion of genes with negative values of Tajima’s D, suggesting that the DNA immediately adjacent to
the LCRs is less conserved. This could be a result of the misidentification of the exact borders of the
LCR, as these few sites might be under different selection pressures if they were part of the LCR itself.

2.6 SNP Density

The SNP calls, including the allele frequencies, for 178 individuals of African origin (Consortium 2010),
were obtained, and the distance from the nearest LCR was found for all SNPs. Using the pairwise genome
alignments downloaded from the UCSC database, the nucleotides were compared to homologous sites
in macaque and chimpanzee to determine the ancestral state of the SNPs using maximum parsimony. Because the most recent SNPs are expected to have low allelic frequency, the relationship between the allelic frequency of each SNP and its distance to the LCR was assessed, in order to assess the mutagenic propensity of LCR encoding sequences on their flanking sequences. Only SNPs from protein-coding regions were used, since the more relaxed selection outside of coding regions could affect the relationship. Although a lower SNP frequency could also indicate more deleterious alleles, unless the presence of the LCR was increasing the substitution rate or causing a relaxation in selection, a distributional bias is not expected. As well, there is evidence against a relaxation in selection in regions flanking LCRs (see Section 2.5). Distance to the nearest protein-coding LCR, including introns and intergenic regions, was calculated.

Using the SNP calls from the Broad Institute, distance from the LCR was found to have a significant positive relationship with the frequency of derived SNPs (Spearman’s \( \rho = 0.0268, p < 10^{-16} \)), although this relationship was quite weak due to the decreased influence of LCRs at greater distances. This confirms the high substitution rate in the vicinity of LCRs, as SNPs which have lower frequencies (i.e. are more recent) are more likely to be found near LCRs.

2.7 Codon Composition

There are several possible causes for the high substitution rate in LCRs which have been previously studied (Levinson and Gutman 1987, Amos et al. 2008, Moore et al. 1999), but the reason why this effect should extend into flanking regions has not yet been determined. One possibility is unequal recombination. Due to the repetitive nature of LCRs and their variability in length, alignment during crossover events is sometimes inaccurate. This can lead to unequal DNA sequences being exchanged between two strands of DNA. These recombination events can also involve DNA adjacent to the LCR, which would explain the high substitution rate of LCR flanking regions. As well, more indels (as seen in Section 2.4) would be expected in the case of unequal recombination, due to the exchange of sequences of differing lengths.

There is also an alternative possibility that these flanking regions were previously part of the LCR, created through the LCR’s expansion. Later point mutations, which can increase the complexity of an LCR to the point of causing LCR death (Radó-Trilla and Albà 2012), might then change the sequence enough to obscure its origin within an LCR. The high substitution rate in regions flanking LCRs would then be a result of the LCR’s own high substitution rate. As well, the natural propensity for expansion and contraction of LCRs would then still be expected to have an effect on regions on the verge of gaining complexity through point mutations, leading to the relationship between number of gaps seen and distance from the LCR.

If this or unequal recombination were affecting regions flanking LCRs, a high correlation would be expected between the composition of LCRs and their flanking regions, as these mechanisms would be incorporating sequences from LCRs into nearby DNA. To test this, the proportion of each primate LCR and associated flanking region composed of each codon was calculated. The values for LCRs and their flanking regions were tested for a correlation.

The composition of the regions in direct contact with LCRs is compositionally biased towards codons
which appear within the LCR. The three stop codons, TAA, TAG and TGA, were not seen in any LCR, and could not be tested for a correlation. While an enrichment of LCRs has been observed at the termini of proteins in *Drosophila* (Huntley and Clark 2007), using only long flanking regions meant that LCRs located near the end of a protein would not be considered, explaining the absence of these codons. There were significant correlations between the proportion of each LCR composed of each codon and the proportion of its flanking regions composed of the same codon for 46 of the 61 codons that could be tested, or for 75.4% of all codons. As well, when all the results were combined, the correlation between codon use in the LCRs and flanking regions was extremely significant (see Table 2.2). This is similar to the compositional bias of the flanking regions of microsatellites described by Vowles and Amos (2004). This bias could be due to the SEG algorithm not identifying the true end of the LCRs, but many of the correlations were extremely significant. It is possible that these strong correlations are the result of the LCR extending, and then point mutations changing the identity of some of the amino acids, causing the LCR to shrink back (Kruglyak et al. 1998). If this were true, this could be the mechanism for the high substitution rate in flanking regions.

There were many cases, however, where a codon would not be represented at all in the LCR. These examples could skew the results, especially in the case of rarer codons. To control for this, codon composition data was only used if the codon was present in the LCR. Using this filtered data, the codon compositions were again tested for correlations between LCRs and their associated flanking regions. This drastically reduced the number of codons which had a correlation to 11.67% (see Table 2.3).

To resolve the effect of LCR composition on the composition of associated flanking regions, the nucleotide compositions were also found. As any bias could easily be due to the composition of the genes hosting these regions, the nucleotide composition of the protein-coding sequences of these genes were also found. The correlations between nucleotide composition in LCRs and their flanking regions were compared to the correlations between nucleotide composition in the flanking regions and the entire gene. While there were significant correlations for all nucleotides between LCRs and flanking regions, the relationships between the flanking regions and genes were much stronger (see Table 2.4). This indicates that the composition of LCRs and flanking regions are likely indirectly correlated, and a result of overall biases in the proteins containing these regions. Based on these results, the mechanism causing the increased mutation rate in flanking regions is unlikely to involve segments of the LCR being integrated into surrounding DNA, as unequal recombination and LCR expansion followed by an increase in complexity through point mutations would entail.

### 2.8 Effect of Indels on SNPs

There is some debate over whether indels themselves are mutagenic, stemming from observations that SNPs seem to often be clustered around the sites of insertions and deletions (Tian et al. 2008, Longman-Jacobsen et al. 2003, Zhang et al. 2008). This can be linked to the substitution rate surrounding LCRs, as LCRs are more prone to indels. As well, a higher mutation rate has been seen in LCRs which have more variation in length (Amos et al. 2008). Because of this, it has been suggested that the apparent association between indels and substitutions may be due to the fact that indels are likely to be seen within LCRs (McDonald et al. 2011).

To test whether there was a stronger association between indels and an increase in SNPs than between
LCRs and an increase in SNPs, the full protein-coding sequence was aligned for each LCR-containing gene
and all SNPs and indels were located. The DNA surrounding indels was treated as flanking regions, and
each SNP was assumed to be most closely associated to the nearest indel. As before with the number of
substitutions, the number of SNPs per site was found for all available distances from the indels, although
distance was in this case measured in nucleotides rather than codons. The distance from each indel to
the nearest LCR was also found, so that any difference between flanking and non-flanking regions could
be seen.

Like substitutions in regions flanking LCRs, there was a significant negative relationship between
distance from indels and the proportion of genes containing a SNP at each site (Pearson’s correlation
= -0.2753, \( p < 2.2 \times 10^{-16} \)). This correlation was stronger when only considering data from indels that
were within an LCR or a flanking region (Pearson’s correlation = -0.3291). Conversely, the correlation
was weaker in non-flanking regions (Pearson’s correlation = -0.2337), although both relationships were
extremely significant (\( p < 2.2 \times 10^{-16} \)). From these three relationships, it appears unlikely that the
apparent association between indels and SNPs is causing the high substitution rate around LCRs. Not
only is the relationship between distance from the LCR and number of substitutions much stronger than
the relationship between distance from the nearest indel and the number of SNPs, but the correlation
between indels and SNPs is weaker when the indels are not located within LCRs or flanking regions.
Although the relationship between polymorphisms and indels within flanking regions may be entirely
due to the higher substitution rate caused by the LCRs, indels may still have a mutagenic effect, as a
correlation was also seen in non-flanking regions, however it is difficult to determine how many of the
apparent SNPs detected were only seen due to misalignments. From this data, it cannot be definitively
stated that indels do not increase the probability of substitutions in nearby DNA, but it is evident that
LCRs have a much stronger mutagenic effect.

### 2.9 Complexity of Flanking Regions

While low-complexity regions proliferate and expand through mutations caused by their repetitiveness,
the formation of LCRs happens through substitution mutations, until a sequence loses enough complexity
that mutations resulting in the gain of repeated units become extremely likely (Loire et al. 2013). Because
of this, it might be expected that regions surrounding LCRs may have a lower complexity than regions
further away, as less complex regions would need fewer substitutions to become LCRs, and thus would
be more prone to spawning LCRs. However, the fact that sequences outside of LCRs are technically
above the threshold complexity used in detecting LCRs does not necessarily mean they are not subject
to the same effects of low complexity. This threshold for detecting LCRs is based on the complexity at
which mutations caused by low-complexity become extremely likely, but even above this threshold there
may be a relationship between complexity and mutation rate. A relationship between distance from the
LCR and complexity could therefore increase the substitution rate in flanking regions.

Using equation 1.1 to calculate complexity, flanking regions were analysed in sliding windows. The
windows were segments 20 base pairs in length, as this allows for sequences to have the maximum possible
complexity, preventing the data from being artificially skewed to seem less complex. As these windows
covered a range of nucleotides, the distance from the LCR of each window was calculated as the distance
from the LCR to the nearest nucleotide from the sliding window. The average complexity was found for
all available distances along the flanking region, and these data were tested for a correlation.

The complexity of the flanking regions was lowest at short distances from the LCR. The average complexity of the segments grew with more distance from the LCR until reaching a plateau approximately 250 base pairs away (see Figure 2.13). This negative relationship was extremely strong (Spearman’s $\rho = 0.8670$, $p < 10^{-16}$). On its own, however, this correlation does not point to a relationship between complexity and mutation rate outside of LCRs.

To see whether complexity increases the mutation rate, making this relationship a potential factor in increasing the mutation rate of flanking regions, the number of changes to the amino acid sequence and the number of substitutions to the DNA sequence per segment were found. In finding the number of amino acid changes, the translated protein sequence was used and compared across the five primate species to find the number of differences. As gaps in the sliding windows from aligned proteins would reduce the complexity, windows were only used if there were no gaps. The DNA coding for each protein segments was retrieved and the number of substitutions was found as above in Section 2.3 using CodeML. Because complexity is low in the vicinity of LCRs while the substitution rate is high, it is likely that a correlation between complexity and the number of amino acid differences or substitutions would be significant even if the low complexity is not directly causing the increase in substitutions (i.e. both effects are caused by the presence of an LCR, and are not directly related). The data sets were divided based whether the segments were part of a flanking region or had more distance from the LCR. This ensured that any relationship seen between complexity and number of mutations in non-flanking regions was not skewed by an LCR.

The number of amino acid changes in the segments of the full protein sequence had a significant negative correlation with the complexity of the segments (Spearman’s $\rho = -0.1169$, $p < 10^{-16}$). Some association between low complexity and a high number of amino acid changes is expected, however, since these two traits are spatially related. Using the distance of each segment to the nearest LCR, the data on complexity and amino acid changes were split based on whether they formed part of an LCR, a flanking region, or a non-flanking region. In flanking regions, the correlation was very similar to what was seen throughout the protein ($\rho = -0.1114$, $p < 10^{-16}$). This relationship was weak in non-flanking regions, but still significant ($\rho = -0.0836$, $p < 10^{-16}$). Although the correlation between complexity and number of amino acids changes is not as strong in non-flanking regions, it still indicates that the substitution rate increases as complexity decreases, despite the location within the protein-coding sequence. The decrease in complexity in the vicinity of LCRs is a likely contributor to the increase in substitution rate, although the weaker relationship in non-flanking regions does potentially point to other factors, as a stronger correlation would be expected if complexity was the only factor driving substitution rates up. This correlation was similar, but stronger when using only segments from within LCRs (Spearmans $\rho = -0.1355$, $p < 10^{-16}$), suggesting that the mechanisms affecting LCRs are shared with the flanking regions.

Using CodeML to find the number of substitutions in the coding DNA for the sliding windows, there was a negative correlation between the number of substitutions and the complexity of the translated protein sequence (Spearman’s $\rho = -0.1055$, $p < 10^{-16}$). This relationship was consistent when considering only non-synonymous substitutions ($\rho = -0.1255$, $p < 10^{-16}$), or synonymous substitutions ($\rho = 0.0447$, $p = 3.704 \times 10^{-5}$). This relationship holds true when only segments from flanking regions (within 500 amino acids of the LCR) were used ($\rho = -0.1160$, $p < 10^{-16}$). Like the correlations described above, the relationship was slightly stronger for non-synonymous substitutions ($\rho = -0.1055$, $p = 3.778 \times 10^{-14}$).
than synonymous substitutions ($\rho = -0.0920, p = 4.133 \times 10^{-11}$), although both were significant.

Conversely, the relationship between number of substitutions and complexity in non-flanking regions was not significant (Spearman’s $\rho = -0.0083, p = 0.6569$). However, when considering only non-synonymous substitutions, a stronger correlation was seen ($\rho = -0.1131, p = 1.095 \times 10^{-9}$). This increase in non-synonymous substitutions as complexity decreases is consistent with the relationship between number of amino acid changes and complexity that is described above. Unexpectedly, a positive relationship was seen when considering only synonymous substitutions ($\rho = 0.0888, p = 1.773 \times 10^{-6}$). Despite this, the relationship between number of non-synonymous substitutions and complexity does provide evidence that the complexity of sequences surrounding LCRs could be contributing to the high mutation rate in flanking regions.

The fact that there is a negative correlation between non-synonymous substitutions and complexity while there is a positive correlation between synonymous substitutions and complexity could imply that selection relaxes when complexity decreases. This is contrary to the evidence presented in Section 2.5, which indicated strong negative selection surrounding LCRs.

It is also possible that, outside of the influence of LCRs, low complexity is not favoured in proteins. This could reflect a drive towards either less mutable DNA sequences or a more defined 3-dimensional protein structure. If this were the case, non-synonymous substitutions would be more favoured when complexity was low in order to promote higher sequence complexity. Less complex regions would therefore be more likely to be under positive selection, and the average complexity of sequences under positive selection would be lower than the average complexity of sequences under negative selection.

The average complexity was found for windows 20 amino acids in length with significant evidence of positive selection and significant evidence of negative selection. Significance of the $d_N/d_S$ ratio was found by simulating coding sequences 20 codons in length under neutral selection. A permutation test was used to randomly shuffle the values and find whether the difference between the average complexities when positive and negative selection were seen was significant. In general (i.e., using all protein segments, regardless of their location relative to LCRs), the average complexity of segments under positive selection was lower than regions under negative selection. Although this would be expected if complexity was favoured, the difference was not significant (Table 2.5). When segments were separated into based on their location relative to the nearest LCR (i.e., within LCRs, flanking regions or non-flanking regions), no significant difference was found in complexity between regions under positive and negative selection.

### 2.10 Function of LCR-containing Genes

The various functional categories of the protein products of the genes were downloaded from Gene Ontology (Consortium 2000) to see if the genes studied tended to be associated with any particular function. Each gene’s entry was located in the database, and the different associated functions were recorded. The number of times each function was seen across all the LCR-containing genes was found. This search revealed no major trends in the specific function of the genes studied. The majority of the terms are found only once. The functions seen most often are extremely common, and likely to be shared among many randomly selected genes.
2.11 Epigenetic Effects

The locations of methylated CpG dinucleotides, as well as sites associated with acetylated histones and methylated histones, specifically methylated lysine 4 on histone 3 (H3K4me), were downloaded from the University of California Santa Cruz Genome Browser (Meyer et al. 2013). These epigenetic modifications illustrate the expression level of different genes, as CpG methylation prevents binding of transcription factors (Razin 1998), and acetylation of histones and H3K4me methylation facilitates transcription-factor binding (Grunstein 1997, Strahl et al. 1999). The distance of each methylated or histone-associated site to the nearest LCR was found, and the density of these sites in relation to LCRs was plotted.

Despite the opposing effects of the modifications studied, CpG methylation, histone acetylation and H3K4me histones were all apparently clustered around LCRs (see Figures 2.14 - 2.16). To find the expected distribution, two random sets of locations were generated: one set was randomly sampled from throughout the entire genome, while the other was taken only from genes in which LCRs were found. The distance from the modifications to the nearest random location was found. While the distribution of CpG methylation, histone acetylation and H3K4me histones appeared completely random when using the locations from throughout the genome, when using locations from LCR-containing genes the distribution looked like what was seen with LCRs (see Figures 2.17 - 2.19). As there was such a large number of genes found to contain LCRs, with a wide variety of functions (see Section 2.10), it is likely that these genes also have a wide variety of expression patterns. The association of LCRs and LCR-containing genes with epigenetic modifications that both hinder and facilitate transcription indicates that LCRs are not linked to any particular level of expression.

2.12 Conclusions

It is clear that substitution rates are greatly increased not just in LCRs, but also in nearby DNA, and that this effect extends hundreds of base pairs beyond the LCR. A strong correlation between distance from an LCR and number of differences between sequences was seen not only when examining substitution rates, but also when studying indels. There is evidence that the propensity for mutations in flanking regions is due to unequal recombination in the relative codon composition of LCRs and their flanking regions. Average $d_N/d_S$ ratios indicate that the regions around LCRs may be tightly controlled, as negative selection appears to be far more common than positive selection. Of the various mechanisms of mutation investigated, only the decrease in complexity surrounding LCRs seemed likely to be causing the increased substitution rate in proximity to LCRs.
### 2.13 Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>Chimpanzee</th>
<th>Gorilla</th>
<th>Orangutan</th>
<th>Macaque</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>7387</td>
<td>6908</td>
<td>6776</td>
<td>6635</td>
<td>6662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chimpanzee</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7208</td>
<td>6635</td>
<td>6611</td>
<td>6565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorilla</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7098</td>
<td>6461</td>
<td>6412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orangutan</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6957</td>
<td>6414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macaque</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6454</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Number of 1-to-1 orthologous LCRs shared between each pair of species.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codon</th>
<th>Correlation coefficient</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Codon</th>
<th>Correlation coefficient</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td>0.1939</td>
<td>$2.259 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>0.0954</td>
<td>0.02095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAC</td>
<td>-0.0273</td>
<td>0.5089</td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>0.01086</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAT</td>
<td>0.1173</td>
<td>0.004473</td>
<td>TAT</td>
<td>0.0945</td>
<td>0.02209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAG</td>
<td>0.1214</td>
<td>0.003251</td>
<td>TCA</td>
<td>0.1543</td>
<td>0.0001779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACA</td>
<td>0.04914</td>
<td>0.2349</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>0.0982</td>
<td>0.01737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>0.02069</td>
<td>0.6172</td>
<td>TCT</td>
<td>0.2415</td>
<td>$3.212 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>0.1011</td>
<td>0.01438</td>
<td>TCG</td>
<td>0.0964</td>
<td>0.01962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACG</td>
<td>0.02228</td>
<td>0.5904</td>
<td>TTA</td>
<td>0.0962</td>
<td>0.01989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATA</td>
<td>-0.05006</td>
<td>0.2262</td>
<td>TTC</td>
<td>0.02121</td>
<td>0.6083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>0.0601</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>TTT</td>
<td>0.03726</td>
<td>0.368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT</td>
<td>0.0315</td>
<td>0.4459</td>
<td>TTG</td>
<td>0.0705</td>
<td>0.08802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATG</td>
<td>-0.0083</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>TGC</td>
<td>0.0755</td>
<td>0.06795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGA</td>
<td>0.2393</td>
<td>$4.43 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>TGT</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.0004296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGC</td>
<td>0.0920</td>
<td>0.02590</td>
<td>TGG</td>
<td>0.08412</td>
<td>0.0418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGT</td>
<td>0.2676</td>
<td>$4.575 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
<td>GAA</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.0004252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGG</td>
<td>0.1854</td>
<td>$6.271 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>GAC</td>
<td>0.0249</td>
<td>0.5467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAA</td>
<td>0.04918</td>
<td>0.2345</td>
<td>GAT</td>
<td>0.1054</td>
<td>0.01067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAC</td>
<td>0.0559</td>
<td>0.1765</td>
<td>GAG</td>
<td>0.0798</td>
<td>0.05339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>0.0379</td>
<td>0.3593</td>
<td>GCA</td>
<td>-0.0170</td>
<td>0.681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>-0.0419</td>
<td>0.3108</td>
<td>GCC</td>
<td>-0.00275</td>
<td>0.947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCA</td>
<td>0.0427</td>
<td>0.3025</td>
<td>GCG</td>
<td>0.036006</td>
<td>0.3843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>-0.00779</td>
<td>0.8507</td>
<td>GCT</td>
<td>-0.03803</td>
<td>0.3582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCT</td>
<td>0.02419</td>
<td>0.5589</td>
<td>GTA</td>
<td>-0.007167</td>
<td>0.8625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>0.04347</td>
<td>0.2934</td>
<td>GTC</td>
<td>0.03575</td>
<td>0.3877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTA</td>
<td>0.03596</td>
<td>0.3849</td>
<td>GTT</td>
<td>0.08268</td>
<td>0.04544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTC</td>
<td>0.0735</td>
<td>0.07542</td>
<td>GTG</td>
<td>-0.01265</td>
<td>0.7598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTT</td>
<td>0.06680</td>
<td>0.1062</td>
<td>GGA</td>
<td>0.04837</td>
<td>0.2423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTG</td>
<td>0.2157</td>
<td>$1.338 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>GGC</td>
<td>0.1228</td>
<td>0.002904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGA</td>
<td>0.1058</td>
<td>0.01037</td>
<td>GGT</td>
<td>-0.01141</td>
<td>0.7828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGC</td>
<td>0.040687</td>
<td>0.3255</td>
<td>GGG</td>
<td>-0.0194</td>
<td>0.6391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGT</td>
<td>0.03525</td>
<td>0.3943</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Correlation between codon representation in LCRs and their associated flanking regions.
Table 2.3: Correlation between codon representation in LCRs and their associated flanking regions when disregarding data where a codon is not represented in either the LCR or in the surrounding DNA.
Correlation between nucleotide representation in LCRs and their associated flanking regions, compared to the correlation between flanking regions and the rest of the protein. All correlations were extremely significant ($p < 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nucleotide</th>
<th>Correlation between flanking region and LCR</th>
<th>Correlation between flanking region and protein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.5070</td>
<td>0.6635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.4152</td>
<td>0.6206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.3343</td>
<td>0.5415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.2726</td>
<td>0.5395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Complexity of Windows Under Positive Selection</td>
<td>Average Complexity of Windows Under Negative Selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All windows</td>
<td>2.1847</td>
<td>2.2354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flanking regions</td>
<td>2.2096</td>
<td>2.2251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-flanking regions</td>
<td>2.2488</td>
<td>2.3258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCRs</td>
<td>1.9097</td>
<td>1.7659</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5: Comparison of the average complexity of protein sequence segments (20 bp windows) with significant evidence of positive or negative selection
2.14 Figures

Figure 2.1: Maximum lengths of potential flanking regions of LCRs, accounting for the protein termini and midway point to the nearest LCR.
Figure 2.2: Data workflow — (1) Homologous proteins found for five primate species; (2) LCRs identified using SEG; (3) Maximum length of flanking sequences determined by protein termini and midpoints between two LCRs; (4) Flanking regions filtered for examples with homologous sequences from all five species. Since the second LCR in this example is present in only four species, its flanking regions are not used; (5) The 3' and 5' flanking sequences are considered separately, so that if all five homologous sequences are not available, the other can still be used; (6, continuing with the 3' sequence) The upstream and downstream flanking regions are aligned separately; gaps are represented with thin lines; (7) Alignments of individual codons are used to find the number of substitutions at each site for each flanking region with CodeML. Codons with gaps (in this case codons 1, 2 and 7 through 12) are not usable, and are not considered when calculating the average number of substitutions per site. The number of substitutions was found for all useable sites of all genes found to contain LCRs, and the average across all useable sites was found for all positions relative to the LCR (i.e., codon 1, codon 2, etc.).
Figure 2.3: Distance for LCR vs. average substitution rate.
Figure 2.4: Effect of distance from LCR on average substitution rate of each codon in five primate species. Grey points indicate N, the number of genes which could provide information and were free of gaps at each site. Negative values are upstream of the LCR.

Figure 2.5: Effect of distance from LCR on average rate of substitutions per codon in humans. Grey points indicate N, the number of genes which could provide information and were free of gaps at each site. Negative values are upstream of the LCR.
Figure 2.6: Effect of distance from LCR on average rate of synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions for each codon in humans. Grey points indicate N, the number of genes which could provide information and were free of gaps at each site. Negative values are upstream of the LCR.
Figure 2.7: Effect of distance from LCR on average synonymous substitution rate of each codon in germ-line expressed and non germ-line expressed genes from five primate species. Negative values are upstream of the LCR, 1385 upstream flanking regions and 1399 downstream flanking regions were used.
Figure 2.8: Effect of distance from LCR on average non-synonymous substitution rate of each codon in germ-line expressed and non germ-line expressed genes from five primate species. Negative values are upstream of the LCR, 1385 upstream flanking regions and 1399 downstream flanking regions were used.
Figure 2.9: Effect of distance from the LCR on average number of indels at each nucleotide site in five primate species. Grey points indicate N, the number of genes which could provide information on each site. Negative values are upstream of the LCR.
Figure 2.10: Effect of distance from LCR on proportion of flanking regions which had evidence for negative selection ($\omega < 1$). Grey points indicate the number of genes with had substitutions which could be used to calculate $d_N/d_S$. Negative values are upstream of the LCR.
Figure 2.11: Effect of distance from LCR on proportion of flanking regions which had evidence for positive selection ($\omega > 1$). Grey points indicate the number of genes with had substitutions which could be used to calculate $d_N/d_S$. Negative values are upstream of the LCR.
Figure 2.12: Effect of distance from the LCR on proportion of genes which had negative values for Tajima’s D at each codon. Grey points indicate the number of genes with substitutions which could be used to calculate Tajima’s D at each site. Negative values are upstream of the LCR.
Figure 2.13: Effect of distance from the LCR on average complexity of short (20-base pair long) windows.

Figure 2.14: Distribution of methylated CpG dinucleotides around LCRs.
Figure 2.15: Distribution of sites associated with H3K4me histones around LCRs.
Figure 2.16: Distribution of sites associated with acetylated histones around LCRs.
Figure 2.17: Distribution of methylated CpG dinucleotides around randomly chosen sites within LCR containing genes.
Figure 2.18: Distribution of sites associated with H3K4me histones around randomly chosen sites within LCR containing genes.
Figure 2.19: Distribution of sites associated with acetylated histones around randomly chosen sites within LCR containing genes.
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Chapter 3

Intron-interrupted LCRs

3.1 Focus

As described in Chapter 1, the formation and proliferation of LCRs is likely often due to their repetitive sequences (Levinson and Gutman 1987). Despite this, several LCRs have been observed to have introns within their underlying coding regions. As a relatively pure string of repeats is needed for extension through the gain of repeated units, the presence of an intron in the DNA of the LCR should have prevented the formation of the LCR by making slippage impossible over the long disruptions that introns would cause. As well, many of these intron-interrupted LCRs are nearly identical to LCRs which are not interrupted in other species, contradicting the idea that these LCRs could be the result of two short LCRs forming on opposite sides of an intron. It appears that either LCRs sometimes form despite the presence of an intron, or that introns can somehow change location to appear within an already-formed LCR.

LCRs containing introns within their coding sequences were located. The exons in all proteins studied were randomly re-ordered and searched for intron-interrupted LCRs to show that the number these LCRs that naturally occur is more than would be expected if they were the result of coincidence. The average complexity of these LCRs was compared to that of uninterrupted LCRs and found to be significantly lower; the average complexity of proteins that contained intron-interrupted LCRs was also found to be significantly lower than that of average LCR-containing proteins.

3.2 Identifying Intron-interrupted LCRs

Representative genomes of Homo sapiens, Pan troglodytes, Gorilla gorilla, Pongo pygmaeus and Macaca mulatta were downloaded from Ensembl release 62 (Flicek et al. 2011). The coding sequences were translated into proteins which were searched for regions of low-complexity using SEG (Wootton and Federhen 1993), with a window size of 15 and complexity threshold of 1.9. 7387 LCRs were detected in total.

Locations of splice sites were downloaded from GenBank (Benson et al. 2006). The identified LCRs
were searched to see if any contained splice sites. The genes hosting LCRs identified as having intron-
interrupted coding sequences were scrutinized to make sure the splice site data from GenBank was
accurate by aligning cDNA from Ensembl to the entire DNA sequence for each gene, to locate probable
exons and introns.

Once intron-interrupted LCRs were identified, available homologous genes from a variety of mammal
species were downloaded from Ensembl and searched for LCRs. The mammal LCRs were searched for
splice sites using the same methods as the primate LCRs.

Initially 83 of the 5584 total LCRs (only including LCRs for which there were homologous examples
in all five primate species) were found to have coding regions interrupted by introns, however many
of these had a negligible amount of amino acids of the translated protein sequence separated from the
majority of the LCR (see Section 5 starting on page 59, Figures S1 through S83 for a full list of all
LCRs initially detected as intorn-interrupted). Although SEG detected these regions as one discrete
LCR, the probability of seeing amino acids that appear, by chance, to be a continuation of an LCR onto
a separate exon is not remote, especially if the portion of the sequence that appears within a separate
exon is extremely short. Even if the coding region of the LCR is divided between multiple exons more
evenly, its detection as an LCR may not indicate it should be considered as one unit, and instead may
simply be the result of two separate LCRs that have coincidentally formed around the same intron.
Although the different origins of the two LCRs should increase the complexity, making them less likely
to be identified by SEG as one LCR, a bias in amino acid composition could very easily result in two
independent, although apparently similar LCRs. This is supported by the fact that the 83 LCRs found
were in only 59 unique genes, suggesting that genes that are especially prone to the formation of LCRs
are more likely to contain interrupted LCRs. Even if the LCRs had little similarity between sequences,
if they both have extremely low complexity, they may still have a complexity below SEG’s threshold
when conjoined.

Many LCRs, however, defy these explanations. While some examples appear discontinuous, as
described above, other examples have been found where substantial segments of the LCR are on two or
even three separate exons, and both sides clearly have repeated motifs present. One such LCR is found
in pre-mRNA processing factor 4 homolog B (PRP4), as seen in Figure 3.1. Another example can be
found in scaffold attachment factor B2 (SAFB2, see Figure 3.2).

Another interesting example is an extremely long and repetitive LCR found in transcription elonga-
tion factor 1. In humans and most of the other primates studied, this LCR is uninterrupted, however in

Figure 3.1: Low-complexity region from PRP4. Red sequence data is from exon 2, blue sequence data
is from exon 3.
Figure 3.2: Low-complexity region from SAFB2. Red sequence data is from exon 14, blue sequence data is from exon 15.

the orangutan and other various mammals the coding region for this LCR is on three separate exons. A sampling of the species with this LCR is shown in Figure 3.3. There is some variation not just in the presence and absence of splice sites but also in the location of these splice sites. In this case, this is probably due to the expansion and contraction of this LCR, as it is extremely repetitive and likely prone to gain and loss of repeat units. The appearance of splice sites in some species but not others could be the result of mistaken splice site identification or sequencing errors, however a similar pattern is shared by several different species. Although the translated protein sequence is very repetitive, the underlying DNA is composed of an array of codons, and the $d_N/d_S$ ratio for this particular LCR, found using CodeML (Yang 2007), was less than one, indicating that this region may be under some selective pressure preventing significant changes to the sequence. If this LCR has some function within the gene, extensions to it that happened to form on the opposite side of an intron might be selected for, making it appear as though the LCR extends across several exons. Although transcription elongation factor 1 is a well documented gene, its listing in GenBank lacks any mention of this LCR as a feature, and its presence does not appear to have been remarked upon in literature concerning this gene.

### 3.3 Exon Shuffling

The probability of seeing intron-interrupted LCRs by chance was tested by repeatedly shuffling the order of exons within a protein, to find how often new LCRs were created through the splicing of two exons. Each protein was re-ordered 1000 times by randomly switching the placement of exons, before SEG was used to determine if any new LCRs were present.

The proportion of naturally occurring intron-interrupted LCRs (including LCRs for which homologous LCRs were not present in other species or were not interrupted by an intron) per protein studied was over twice as high as the proportion of interrupted LCRs found by randomly changing the order of exons (0.0724 vs 0.0311, respectively). While some intron-interrupted LCRs are expected to form through random chance, the actual number of intron-interrupted LCRs seen is much higher than would be expected if each of these LCRs were due to coincidence. As well, of the proteins which did not naturally contain an intron-interrupted LCR, the majority (∼77%) produced no new intron-interrupted LCRs through randomly re-ordering exons. Most of the intron-interrupted LCRs were generated using proteins which had LCRs located at one end of an exon, making them extremely prone to giving rise to intron-interrupted LCRs.
Figure 3.3: Low-complexity region from transcription elongation regulator 1. Black sequences are from uninterrupted LCRs, while red, blue and green indicate segments coded by different exons.
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Figure 3.4: Low-complexity region from transcription factor 20. Black sequences are from uninterrupted LCRs, while red and blue indicate segments coded by different exons.

Additionally, intron-interrupted LCRs generated by randomly changing the order of exons were, on average, significantly more complex than naturally occurring interrupted LCRs (1.4257 vs 1.3822 respectively, \( p < 10^{-7} \)). Presumably, if an intron-interrupted LCR is formed by coincidence, the randomly included sequences from separate exons are not likely to have identical codon compositions, and should increase the complexity of the LCRs. As a higher complexity is expected in intron-interrupted LCRs which are truly the result of a random process, the significantly lower complexity of extant intron-interrupted LCRs is another indication that this phenomenon is not due to chance.

3.4 Introns movement

Although the changing position of the intron in transcription elongation regulator 1 is likely due to gain or loss of repeated motifs, this explanation for the variation in intron location within an LCR is not always sufficient. An example of this is found in transcription factor 20 (see Figure 3.4), which has an LCR which is interrupted in many non-primate species. The location of the intron interrupting the coding sequence varies between species, despite the fact that the LCR remains the same length. As well, when the intron disrupts the less repetitive segments of the LCR, the sequence still remains almost exactly the same. More cases of apparent intron movement can be found in section 5, for example Figures S2 and S10. If the apparent movement of splice sites were due to expansion and contraction on either side of the intron, the more unique parts of the LCR would be expected to disappear, rather than appear on a different exon.
If the intron-interrupted LCRs are not the result of two coincidentally similar LCRs forming on opposite sides of an intron, then this implies that the LCR formed as one unit before an intron became present in its coding sequence. A study of novel intron positions in *Drosophila* found new introns could form from tandem duplications of proto-splice sites (Lehmann et al. 2009). As this was only seen in repetitive regions, this could be a factor in LCRs, however a comparison of a wide range of mammalian introns and exons showed no evidence that intron gain occurs in mammals (Coulombe-Huntington and Majewski 2007). As well, although there are several documented cases of intron movement (Brenner and Corrochano 1996, Lehmann et al. 2009), these all involve movement of a few base pairs, much shorter distances than the examples of intron interrupted LCRs would indicate. Another possibility is recombination, which could displace part of an LCR, however the evolutionary history of intron interrupted LCRs has yet to be understood.

### 3.5 Complexity and tree lengths

All homologous LCRs were compared, not only for whether they were interrupted by introns at the same sites, but also to estimate complexity, $k$, calculated as

$$k = -\sum_{i=1}^{20} \frac{n_i}{L} \left( \log \left( \frac{n_i}{L} \right) \right)$$

and branch lengths, estimated using protdist then Fitch (Felsenstein 1989). Branch lengths and complexity were also found for LCRs that were not interrupted by introns and used for comparison.

Complexity was found to be, on average, lower in intron-interrupted LCRs (1.3177 and 1.4633, respectively). A permutation test indicated that these results are extremely significant ($p < 10^{-7}$). As well, the LCRs interrupted by introns produced shorter trees on average than the uninterrupted LCRs (0.0011 and 0.0190, respectively, $p = 0.0070$ using a permutation test).

As the tree lengths estimated by Fitch only take substitutions into account, the ratio of gaps to the rest of the sequence was found for alignments of the LCRs, in order to account for expansion and contraction mutations. On average, $\sim 12.8\%$ of sites in the interrupted LCR sequence contained gaps, while only $\sim 4.1\%$ contained gaps in uninterrupted LCRs. Using a permutation test, these averages were significantly different ($p < 10^{-7}$).

Taken together with the tree length data, these results indicate that intron interrupted LCRs are more prone to indels, but less prone to substitutions than uninterrupted LCRs. This could be due to the lower complexity of the interrupted LCRs, as a less complex region will be more repetitive, increasing the chance of slippage mutations, and higher complexity may be the result of substitutions. When looking at uninterrupted LCRs, complexity was in fact found to have a significant positive correlation with tree length (correlation coefficient = 0.1231, $p = 8.187 \times 10^{-11}$) and a weaker, although still significant, negative relationship with proportion of gaps (correlation coefficient = -0.0482, $p = 0.01122$) using Pearson’s product-moment correlation (R Development Core Team 2011).

Neither of these relationships, however, are significant in intron interrupted LCRs. As several of the mechanisms that lead to the high mutation rate in LCRs are due to their repetition, the intron could
easily be disrupting these processes. For example, mutations through replication slippage should be less common in interrupted LCRs, as there is likely to be two short segments of DNA with a small number of repeated units separated by an intron, rather than one long string of a larger number of repeated units. This is supported by the fact that, when only segments of LCRs that can be found on one exon are considered (i.e. continuous portions of intron interrupted LCRs), there is a nearly significant negative relationship between complexity and number of gaps (correlation coefficient = -0.167, p = 0.07685). However, while the correlation between complexity and tree length was slightly stronger, it was still not significant.

3.6 Amino Acid Composition

Although some of the intron-interrupted LCRs found have obvious differences between the sequences on either side of the intron, many of the intron-interrupted LCRs have sequences which are very similar between fragments. The proteins containing LCRs could be more prone to giving rise to certain types of repetitive sequences if they had a bias towards certain amino acids in their sequence.

Using all 5584 LCRs for which there were five homologous sequences (including but not limited to intron-interrupted LCRs), the proportion of each LCR which was made up of each amino acid was calculated. The amino acid proportions of each protein containing an LCR were also found. The proportions were compared for a correlation between the amino acid compositions of LCRs and the proteins containing them, to check if the composition of LCRs was likely to be determined by the composition of the proteins in which they were found.

Overall, there was a significant correlation between the composition of LCRs and proteins (Pearson’s correlation = 0.3545, p < 10^-16). However, separating the data based on the type of amino acid, significant relationships were found for only 2 amino acids, phenylalanine and threonine (Table 3.1), suggesting that the composition of proteins does not have a strong influence on the composition of LCRs that may form within them. However, significant correlations between amino acid composition of LCRs and proteins was found using only proteins containing intron-interrupted LCRs for 18 out of 20 amino acids (Table 3.2).

The fact that a correlation in amino acid composition was only found for proteins which contained intron-interrupted LCRs could indicate that these proteins have a greater bias towards some amino acids. This can be confirmed by comparing the average complexity of proteins containing intron-interrupted LCRs and proteins containing non-interrupted LCRs, as an over-representation of some amino acids would decrease the complexity. Calculated using equation 1.1, the average complexity was significantly lower for proteins containing intron-interrupted LCRs than non-interrupted LCRs (2.849 vs 2.878, respectively, p = 1.6 × 10^-4 using a permutation test). Since these proteins have a lower complexity, they may be more prone to giving rise to LCRs. This would increase the probability that two of these LCRs will be located on opposite sides of an intron.
3.7 Alternative Splicing

Since the length of some LCRs has been linked to morphological characteristics in dogs (Fondon and Garner 2004) and behavioural characteristics in voles, chimpanzees and humans (Hammock and Young 2005), some variation over the length of an LCR between different protein products of the same gene could be advantageous. Intron-interrupted LCRs could allow some control over the length of LCRs through alternative splicing.

The amino acid sequences of all protein products of each gene that contained an intron-interrupted LCR was downloaded from Ensembl (Flicek et al. 2011) for each of the five primate species. These protein sequences were searched to see if they contained the LCR in its entirety, or only a short fragment. 2708 transcripts of these coding sequences were found. Of these, 1268 contained the entire LCR encoding sequence, while 1420 did not contain any fragments of the LCR or did not produce a protein product. 6 of the coding transcripts which contained only part of the LCR encoding region were flagged on Ensembl as affected by nonsense mediated decay.

The remaining 14 protein products which contained only a segment of the intron-interrupted LCR were examined. Several proteins contained LCRs where the sequences that were seen on separate exons do not appear to be very similar, for example Figures S7 and S8. Other transcripts ended with one segment of the LCR; these were all labelled on Ensembl as having incomplete coding sequences. In all, the protein products which contained only a partial intron-interrupted LCR did not appear to have variation in the length of the LCR between different alternative splicings. Rather, they are likely the result of a few sequences which perhaps should not be labelled as one LCR and truncated protein transcripts.

3.8 Conclusions

Intron-interrupted LCRs are a fascinating and unusual phenomenon. Since the mutation mechanisms that affect LCRs and allow them to expand and proliferate are related to the repetition of the LCR coding regions, they should not be able to extend across an intron. This raises the question of whether the LCRs formed first and introns somehow became part of the coding region, or the LCRs coincidentally formed around the introns.

As there are no known cases of intron formation in mammals, it is highly unlikely that new splice sites were formed within the LCRs. However, a few cases have been noted where introns have changed position. In all documented cases of intron movement, the splice sites have only migrated by a few base pairs, but presumably larger distances are possible given long periods of time. Conversely, as LCRs are prone to expansion and contraction, the apparent movement of intron could be due to the gain of repeat units on one side of the intron followed by the loss of repeat units on the other side, or vice versa.

In many cases it appears fairly likely that intron-interrupted LCRs are the result of two separate LCR formation events. Several examples of these LCRs have quite obvious differences in composition between the two segments separated by the intron. As well, in some cases where the separated fragments of the LCR appear more similar, the proteins themselves may have a bias in their amino acid composition. At the same time, the average complexity of these LCRs is significantly lower than the average for all
LCRs studied. This would seem to suggest that the intron-interrupted LCRs cannot all be considered coincidental. At the same time, however, the lower complexity, on average, of proteins which contain intron-interrupted LCRs could make these proteins more likely to give rise to LCRs, increasing the probability of LCR formation. If a protein contains more LCRs, it is more likely that two regions of low complexity would coincidentally be located on either side of one intron.
3.9 Figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amino Acid</th>
<th>Pearson’s correlation coefficient</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alanine (A)</td>
<td>0.0.0239</td>
<td>0.09748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arginine (R)</td>
<td>-0.0023</td>
<td>0.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asparagine (N)</td>
<td>-0.0074</td>
<td>0.6074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartic acid (D)</td>
<td>0.0243</td>
<td>0.09257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cysteine (C)</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
<td>0.7126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamic acid (E)</td>
<td>0.0127</td>
<td>0.3806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamine (Q)</td>
<td>0.0279</td>
<td>0.05369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycine (G)</td>
<td>-0.0137</td>
<td>0.3429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine (H)</td>
<td>-0.0100</td>
<td>0.4874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoleucine (I)</td>
<td>-0.0157</td>
<td>0.2776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucine (L)</td>
<td>0.0246</td>
<td>0.08883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lysine (K)</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
<td>0.4295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methionine (M)</td>
<td>0.0205</td>
<td>0.1555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylalanine (F)</td>
<td>0.1467</td>
<td>$&lt;10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proline (P)</td>
<td>0.0250</td>
<td>0.0828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serine (S)</td>
<td>0.0129</td>
<td>0.3724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threonine (T)</td>
<td>0.0324</td>
<td>0.02479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryptophan (W)</td>
<td>-0.0049</td>
<td>0.7328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrosine (Y)</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0.8183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valine (V)</td>
<td>0.0144</td>
<td>0.3175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>0.3545</td>
<td>$&lt;10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Correlations between composition of uninterrupted LCRs and the proteins in which they were found
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amino Acid</th>
<th>Pearson’s correlation coefficient</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alanine (A)</td>
<td>0.3051</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arginine (R)</td>
<td>0.5389</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asparagine (N)</td>
<td>0.1127</td>
<td>0.00042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartic acid (D)</td>
<td>0.1144</td>
<td>0.00035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cysteine (C)</td>
<td>0.1196</td>
<td>0.00018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamic acid (E)</td>
<td>0.2953</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamine (Q)</td>
<td>0.3765</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycine (G)</td>
<td>0.5419</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine (H)</td>
<td>0.1821</td>
<td>$1.045 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoleucine (I)</td>
<td>0.0316</td>
<td>0.3238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucine (L)</td>
<td>0.3590</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lysine (K)</td>
<td>0.2915</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methionine (M)</td>
<td>0.5050</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylalanine (F)</td>
<td>0.0906</td>
<td>0.004665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proline (P)</td>
<td>0.4405</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serine (S)</td>
<td>0.5200</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threonine (T)</td>
<td>0.0785</td>
<td>0.01429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryptophan (W)</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.9702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrosine (Y)</td>
<td>0.3769</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valine (V)</td>
<td>0.2802</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>0.4852</td>
<td>$&lt; 10^{-16}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Correlations between composition of intron-interrupted LCRs and the proteins in which they were found
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Chapter 4

Summary

4.1 Flanking Regions

The site-by-site analysis of protein-coding regions flanking LCRs revealed a clear relationship between distance from the nearest LCR and the number of substitutions and gaps. This confirms the effect of LCRs on flanking regions seen in *Drosophila* by Huntley and Clark (2007) and in *Plasmodium falciparum* by Haerty and Golding (2011), as well as demonstrating that this is likely a common characteristic across many genomes, rather than a trait only seen in some species. It also demonstrates that LCRs do not need to be as repetitive as homopolymers, which Siddle et al. (2011) showed to have a similar effect on adjacent DNA, for this to be seen. Not only does the presence of LCRs have a profound effect on the number of indels and substitutions in primates, but there was significant evidence that regions flanking LCRs were more conserved. The increased number of point mutations was also confirmed through the relationship between distance from the nearest LCR and the frequency of derived SNPs.

Although it is known some LCRs are linked to disease and can have damaging effects (Mangiarini et al. 1997, Pearson and Sinden 1996, Usdin 2008), the mutability of the regions flanking LCRs has not been studied for its potential relationship to disease. Because the effect of LCRs was found to extend for hundreds of base pairs, the ramifications of a high rate of indels and substitutions in these areas could be far-reaching. This major source for change within genes might generate disease alleles, but it would also mean that LCR-containing proteins are evolving at a much faster rate than proteins without LCRs. It has been theorized that LCRs allow some flexibility within the genome in order to quickly adapt (Vinces et al. 2009); if this is the case, the effect of LCRs on nearby DNA provides a significant source of adaptability as well.

Of the several mechanisms outlined which could cause this effect, the lower complexity in the DNA surrounding LCRs appears the most likely. Other potential mechanisms were contradicted by different aspects of the flanking regions. For example, the weaker correlations between composition of LCRs and their associated flanking regions refutes any mechanism, such as unequal recombination, that involves sequence from the LCR being incorporated into flanking regions. As well, the evidence for negative selection around LCRs makes relaxed selection highly unlikely.

Because other mechanisms seem unlikely, and because complexity has a significant relationship with
the number of substitutions throughout the protein, the high mutability of flanking regions could be due to the effects of low-complexity, albeit at a weaker level than within the LCRs. Although these regions are not likely to be repetitive enough for slippage mutations to have an effect, the low complexity could result in the formation of secondary structures which prevents DNA repair mechanisms. If the lower complexity of flanking regions is the cause of their instability, then the high substitution rate is not caused by the LCRs themselves, but rather is a lingering effect of the processes underlying LCR formation. As well, it suggests that, even in proteins which do not contain LCRs, similar effects may be seen as mutability varies with complexity.

4.2 Intron-Interrupted LCRs

The random re-ordering of exons indicates that, although some intron-interrupted LCRs are expected to form by chance, their prevalence in primates is higher than expected. This random shuffling also suggested that some proteins are more prone to the formation of intron-interrupted LCRs. As proteins which contain intron-interrupted LCRs have an overall lower complexity than the average, the biased composition of these proteins may cause a general greater likelihood of LCR formation, increasing the probability that LCRs will form at or near the borders of exons.

Although intron-interrupted LCRs appear more conserved than other LCRs, the intron within their coding regions is likely to disrupt the mutation mechanisms which commonly affect LCRs, making them more static. Despite this, the conservation of the sequence of intron-interrupted LCRs in cases where the intron has shifted position is still unexplained. The conserved sequence is usually only a few base pairs, however it may suggest evidence for intron movement, a phenomenon which is sometimes seen (Brenner and Corrochano 1996, Lehmann et al. 2009), but usually only consists of movement by a few base pairs. The examples where intron-interrupted LCRs have homologous uninterrupted LCRs in separate species are also interesting. Intron formation has not been observed in mammals (Coulombe-Huntington and Majewski 2007), which would suggest that this is either the result of extreme cases of intron movement, or misidentification of introns, however alignments between cDNA and the DNA sequence would seem to contradict the latter.

4.3 Future Directions

The increased probability of mutations seen in proximity to LCRs has been documented in several species, but the relationship between complexity and distance from an LCR described here has not. As well, the correlation between substitution rate and complexity, even above the complexity threshold at which the mechanisms of mutation which affect LCRs become much more active, has also not been commented upon. The complexity of regions flanking LCRs may cause their increased substitution rate, but it must be better studied in order to be confirmed. The relationship between complexity and substitution rate also raises the question of the mechanism through which complexity affects coding sequences outside of LCRs.

Another interesting question is whether complexity is advantageous outside of LCRs. Since the number of non-synonymous substitutions has a more significant relationship with complexity than syn-
anonymous substitutions, it may be possible that less complex sequences are under positive selection, pushing them towards higher complexity. Alternatively, it may simply be that more complex sequences are more conserved.

The existence of intron-interrupted LCRs seems likely to be coincidence in many cases, but the higher number of these LCRs than expected, as well as the low complexity of proteins containing these introns, indicates that some proteins are more prone to the formation of intron-interrupted LCRs than others. This could be confirmed by investigating whether intron-interrupted LCRs are more common in species with less complex genomes, such as *Plasmodium falciparum*. As well, the apparent movement of introns is still unexplained. The strong conservation of amino acid sequences, even when the positions of splice sites are changed, merits a closer look in order to see whether this provides evidence for intron movement in mammals. A closer examination of the coding regions of LCRs where the intron presence or position is variable between species may provide an explanation. For example, splice sites may be similar to the repeat units of some intron-interrupted LCRs; expansion could then result in new repeat unit being mistaken for a splice site.
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Figure S1: Intron interrupted LCR in ralA binding protein 1
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Figure S2: Intron interrupted LCR in zinc finger protein 207
Figure S3: Intron interrupted LCR in BCL2-associated transcription factor 1

Figure S4: Intron interrupted LCR in AT rich interactive domain 4A (RBP1-like)

Figure S5: Intron interrupted LCR in solute carrier family 4, sodium bicarbonate cotransporter, member 7
Figure S6: Intron interrupted LCR in YTH domain containing 2

Figure S7: Intron interrupted LCR in histone deacetylase 9

Figure S8: Intron interrupted LCR in pumilio homolog 2 (Drosophila)
Figure S9: Intron interrupted LCR in pumilio homolog 2 (Drosophila)

Figure S10: Intron interrupted LCR in protein phosphatase 1, regulatory subunit 12A

Figure S11: Intron interrupted LCR in PRP4 pre-mRNA processing factor 4 homolog B (yeast)
Figure S12: Intron interrupted LCR in splicing factor, suppressor of white-apricot homolog (Drosophila)

Figure S13: Intron interrupted LCR in splicing factor, suppressor of white-apricot homolog (Drosophila)

Figure S14: Intron interrupted LCR in spen homolog, transcriptional regulator (Drosophila)
Figure S15: Intron interrupted LCR in DAZ associated protein 1

Figure S16: Intron interrupted LCR in bromodomain adjacent to zinc finger domain, 2A

Figure S17: Intron interrupted LCR in SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily a, member 2
Figure S18: Intron interrupted LCR in SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily a, member 2

Figure S19: Intron interrupted LCR in WW domain binding protein 11

Figure S20: Intron interrupted LCR in nuclear receptor coactivator 1
Figure S21: Intron interrupted LCR in RNA binding motif protein 27

Figure S22: Intron interrupted LCR in mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 1, E3 ubiquitin protein ligase

Figure S23: Intron interrupted LCR in heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H3 (2H9)
Figure S24: Intron interrupted LCR in heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H3 (2H9)

Figure S25: Intron interrupted LCR in splicing factor 3a, subunit 1, 120kDa

Figure S26: Intron interrupted LCR in DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box helicase 17
Figure S27: Intron interrupted LCR in DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box helicase 17

Figure S28: Intron interrupted LCR in trinucleotide repeat containing 6B

Figure S29: Intron interrupted LCR in RNA binding motif protein 23
Figure S30: Intron interrupted LCR in serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 5

Figure S31: Intron interrupted LCR in apoptotic chromatin condensation inducer 1

Figure S32: Intron interrupted LCR in apoptotic chromatin condensation inducer 1
Figure S33: Intron interrupted LCR in adaptor-related protein complex 3, beta 2 subunit

Figure S34: Intron interrupted LCR in ubiquitin protein ligase E3 component n-recognin 5

Figure S35: Intron interrupted LCR in ubiquitin protein ligase E3 component n-recognin 5
Figure S36: Intron interrupted LCR in CLK4-associating serine/arginine rich protein

Figure S37: Intron interrupted LCR in CLK4-associating serine/arginine rich protein

Figure S38: Intron interrupted LCR in CLK4-associating serine/arginine rich protein
Figure S39: Intron interrupted LCR in CLK4-associating serine/arginine rich protein

Figure S40: Intron interrupted LCR in Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome-like

Figure S41: Intron interrupted LCR in ubiquitin specific peptidase 42
Figure S42: Intron interrupted LCR in ABI family, member 3
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Figure S43: Intron interrupted LCR in ABI family, member 3
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Figure S44: Intron interrupted LCR in suppressor of Ty 6 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
Figure S45: Intron interrupted LCR in suppressor of Ty 6 homolog (S. cerevisiae)

Figure S46: Intron interrupted LCR in cleavage and polyadenylation specific factor 6, 68kDa

Figure S47: Intron interrupted LCR in chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 4
Figure S48: Intron interrupted LCR in collagen, type XII, alpha 1

Figure S49: Intron interrupted LCR in collagen, type XII, alpha 1

Figure S50: Intron interrupted LCR in collagen, type XII, alpha 1
Figure S51: Intron interrupted LCR in collagen, type IX, alpha 1

Figure S52: Intron interrupted LCR in collagen, type IX, alpha 1

Figure S53: Intron interrupted LCR in collagen, type IX, alpha 1
Figure S54: Intron interrupted LCR in cullin 9

Figure S55: Intron interrupted LCR in PRP4 pre-mRNA processing factor 4 homolog B (yeast)

Figure S56: Intron interrupted LCR in drosha, ribonuclease type III
Figure S57: Intron interrupted LCR in WW and C2 domain containing 1

Figure S58: Intron interrupted LCR in transcription elongation regulator 1

Figure S59: Intron interrupted LCR in natural killer-tumor recognition sequence
Figure S60: Intron interrupted LCR in natural killer-tumor recognition sequence

Figure S61: Intron interrupted LCR in natural killer-tumor recognition sequence

Figure S62: Intron interrupted LCR in dihydrolipoamide S-succinyltransferase (E2 component of 2-oxoglutarate complex)
Figure S63: Intron interrupted LCR in tRNA methyltransferase 1 homolog (S. cerevisiae)-like

Figure S64: Intron interrupted LCR in zinc finger, MYM-type 2

Figure S65: Intron interrupted LCR in collagen, type XXI, alpha 1
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Figure S66: Intron interrupted LCR in CCR4-NOT transcription complex, subunit 1
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Figure S67: Intron interrupted LCR in RNA binding motif protein 42
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Figure S68: Intron interrupted LCR in SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily a, member 4
Figure S69: Intron interrupted LCR in scaffold attachment factor B2
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Figure S70: Intron interrupted LCR in scaffold attachment factor B2

Figure S71: Intron interrupted LCR in Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) 11
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Figure S72: Intron interrupted LCR in adaptor-related protein complex 3, beta 1 subunit

Figure S73: Intron interrupted LCR in serine/arginine repetitive matrix 1

Figure S74: Intron interrupted LCR in serine/arginine repetitive matrix 1
Figure S75: Intron interrupted LCR in serine/arginine repetitive matrix 1
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Figure S76: Intron interrupted LCR in serine/arginine repetitive matrix 1
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Figure S77: Intron interrupted LCR in PRP38 pre-mRNA processing factor 38 (yeast) domain containing B
Figure S78: Intron interrupted LCR in PRP38 pre-mRNA processing factor 38 (yeast) domain containing A

Figure S79: Intron interrupted LCR in SRSF protein kinase 2

Figure S80: Intron interrupted LCR in abl-interactor 1
Figure S81: Intron interrupted LCR in ubiquitin associated protein 2

Figure S82: Intron interrupted LCR in ubiquitin associated protein 2

Figure S83: Intron interrupted LCR in phospholipase C, epsilon 1